The yellow bag
An information by the waste management company/kooperative of Pfaffenhofen/Ilm - february 2016

In the yellow bag, clean packaging made of plastic, combined synthetic material and foams is
collected. See backside or the imprint on the bag for examples of such materials and of what must
not be put in.

Here some tips on how to proceed correctly:


To avoid hygiene problems and unpleasant smell, only completely emptied and clean
packaging is deposited there. Only in this way, sensible recycling is guaranteed.



packaging made of plastic, synthetic combined material, aluminium and aluminium alloys and
foams only!



Other valuable material, general waste or dirty plastics must not get into the yellow bag.



However, you are still obliged to separate and hand in other valuable material like glass, tins,
Styrofoam etc.



Please deliver the filled yellow bag to the Wertstoffhof. There you will get new and /or
additional bag free of charge.

Please dispose of packaging out of paper or cardboard via paper cans. Additional containers for
collecting cardboard are available at Wertstoffhöfe in every community of the county except at
Pfaffenhofen city, Weiherestrasse 16.
Tin cans and glass containers (separated according to their colour) are collected at Wertstoffhöfe
and recycled.
Clean white Styrofoam packaging and Styrofoam chips (dry, all forms and colours) are collected
separately at Wertstoffhöfe.

In the yellow bag
Yes

No

plastic foils an bags

metal cans, crown corks, metal lids

 plastic wraps
 shopping bags
 bags for candies, noodles, pasta,
potatochips, fezzer bags

 e.g. of beverages, canned food, pet
 tinplate container or recycling centre

plastic cups and bowls
 cups for dairy products, margarine, cooking
oil etc (please don’t stuck)
 plastic bowls for fruit
 plastic inserts for sweets packages
 plastic packages for screws, anchors etc
(without cardboard residues)
plastic bottles, cansiters, buckets








e.g. for detergents and cleaners
beverages, vegetable oil vinegar
body care products
toothpaste
paint
plants
foams

plastic composites
 containers for juices, milk, apple, sauces
etc.
foams
 e.g. bowls for selling meat, fruit or
vegetables
aluminium or aluminium coated
 plastice composites
e.g. clean foils, lids of yoghurt or cream
cups
 aluminium cans, -tubes, -bowls for pet food
 empty tablet packaging
 vacuum packaging e.g. for coffee

polystyrene moulding and packaging
chips
 absolutely clean white parts e
 clean and dry packing chips
 Wertstoffhof
 if coloured
 yellow bag
containers, canisters, buckets
 of pesticides, disinfectants, solvents, acids,
lyes, and mineral oil products
 if with content:
problem waste
 if empty and cleaned
general waste or return to issuer
glass (containers)
 separate according to colour
 glass container or recycling center
(Wertstoffhof)
soiled plastics, composites and foams





e.g. greasy meat packaging (or with blood)
infusion tubes
toys
plastics from cars and furniture agricultural
films etc.
 general garbage or private waste
management companies

